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Capitol Steps, Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, October 9, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

The Capitol Steps know the ultimate secret to comedy- and that is, to keep things moving along 

quickly. A professional knows that not all jokes are created equal and if you are to keep ‘em 

laughing, you have to keep firing ‘em out there, hitting the funny bone as often as possible. 

 

This was what the Capitol Steps did the best last night at the Lincoln Center as part of the 

Anything Goes Series. Their stage appearance, mixing spoken skits and spirited song, was a 

lively and irreverent presentation, delivered at a refreshingly brisk pace. Of course, the fact that 

the troupe specializes in political humor really helps- because there’s so much fresh material 

every day. 

 

The Capitol Steps touched on current affairs often during the two-part show. They restaged the 

Biden-Palin debates and they skewered John McCain, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton over 

their recent election campaigns. But the group also included sketches about more general 

subjects like the environment (“Holes in the Ozone,”) health care (“Ten Pills and You’re Fine,”) 

and the onslaught of commercialism (“Buy, Buy, American Pie.”) 

 

But when it came right down to it, the funniest spot in the Capitol Steps’ show was the mind-

twisting “Lirty Dies” which gained a lot of its hilarity from a mixing up of the 

spelling/pronunciation of key words in the monologue. There was an initially innocent thread to 

the piece in terms of meaning that got wackier and wackier as the language mix-up ensued. In 

the end, it almost didn’t matter what was being said as much as how. 

 

So, above and beyond the actual subjects the Capitol Steps tackled with tongue-in-cheek, the 

pleasure in the performance was in the clever word play and its sharp delivery. Everybody on 

stage, including the accompanying pianist, worked constantly and consistently to entertain. Their 

big banner behind the bank of four microphones served as an entrance and exit screen on stage 

and as soon as one group of performers were done with their bit and exited, another was already 

taking the stage from the other side of the screen. That’s good show business no matter what you 

think of the jokes. And the big laughter in the hall most of the night told how the Fort Collins 

crowd liked the jokes. 


